Abstract-In this paper, we address the problem of FSM in the logic or by reducing the switching capacitance or both state assignment to minimize area and power. The objectives of them. are targeted as single/independent as well as multi-objective There has been much interest in power reduction strategies optimization (MOP) The hard nature of SA problem has generated considerable is one of the main optimization problems in the synthesis interest in the use of non-deterministic heuristics such as of sequential circuits. timized at all levels of design hierarchy [7] . The major source the affinity between two states as given by the used cost of power consumption in CMOS circuits is due to charging measure. and discharging of circuit capacitances. Power consumption in
[8]-[f3] tries
function is employed to combine the two objectives. The work to minimize total switching on the flip-flops. This is done by employs genetic algorithm for search space exploration. Exper-formulating the problem as a graph embedding problem where imental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed edges between a state pair indicate the steady state transition measures.
probability between them. The problem is thus reduced to minimizing the total transitions between the states. Such a I. INTRODUCTION formulation is referred to as Minimum Weighted Hamming Distance (MWHD).
State assignment (SA) for Finite State Machine (FSM)
The hard nature of SA problem has generated considerable is one of the main optimization problems in the synthesis interest in the use of non-deterministic heuristics such as of sequential circuits. The SA of an FSM determines the genetic algorithm [3] , [11] and simulated annealing [1] , for its complexity of its combinational circuit and thus area and design automation. These algorithms are capable of efficiently power dissipation of the implementation. State assignment searching for a near optimal solution in a large solution involves an injective mapping f: S -> BT where n is the code space and have been very successful in solving a number of length (n > 1log2 lS 1) and Bn is an n-dimensional Boolean combinatorial optimization problems in various disciplines of space, a Boolean hypercube.
science and engineering.
The objective of state assignment varies depending on
In this paper, we explore the use of genetic algorithm for whether the targeted implementation is two-level or multilevel. SA problem where the logic synthesized is implemented as The focus of this work is towards minimizing multilevel FSM multilevel circuit. We present novel and efficient strategies implementation.
for estimating multilevel area and power dissipation in an
The complexity measure for multilevel circuits is the num-FSM. We also evaluate several integration mechanisms for ber of literals in the optimized logic network assuming mini-combining area and power measures. mum encoding length. Literal timized at all levels of design hierarchy [7] . The major source the affinity between two states as given by the used cost of power consumption in CMOS circuits is due to charging measure. and discharging of circuit capacitances. Power consumption in
In [14] , several literal saving measures based on weighteda circuit can be reduced by either reducing the total switching graph embedding problem including those based on Jedi 0-7803-9390-2/06/$20.00 ©2006 IEEE [1] , Mustang [2] and Armstrong [15] cost measures were it tries to maximize power reductions mainly due to point 1 investigated. It was found that all these measures weakly discussed above. correlate with the actual literal savings measure.
In this work, we propose a new cost function for minimizing There are several complications in using weighted graph power dissipation in an FSM. The idea is based on miniapproach for literal savings measure estimation based on com-mizing fanout branches out of frequently switched sequential mon cube extraction. First, the common cubes interact with elements. Reducing fanout branches on highly switching flipeach other, annulling certain predicted savings. Second, such flops reduces the switching capacitance and hence reduces measures optimize relative literal savings rather than absolute power dissipation. The transition probabilities of sequential number of literals in an implementation. Consequently, they elements are computed based on steady state transition probamay lead the search to solutions having higher relative savings bilities computed from the state In OWA, we employ both "orlike" (Max) and "andlike" (Min) fuzzy operators as given in Equation 4: where Pij is the state transition probability from state Si to /3 x Ot(pa, ,up) + (1-/3) x -(a, + 1P) (4) state Si. The first formulation for power minimization used in this where 0 is max/mmn type fuzzy operator, ,ui represents cost work tries to optimize the above MWHD cost. MWHD ap-for area or power objective and Q is a constant parameter proach tries to minimize the total transition probability of that represents the degree to which OWA operator resembles the state machine in the hope that the total number of logic a pure "or"~or pure "and"~, respectively. In this work we employ transitions in the synthesized circuit will also get reduced, i.e., Q 0.5 III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS weighted OWA aggregation. As can be seen from the reIn this section, experimental results of the proposed state sults, the multiobjective optimization of both area and power assignment measures for area and power minimization are achieves overall higher reduction in both area and power with In Table III , we compare the performance of the
In Table I , we compare the performance of several cost MWF(Fuzzy-Max) measure to other techniques reported in functions targeting area minimization including Espresso with literature [10] - [13] . Comparison is made relative to the outputsingle-output minimization followed by FX (ESPRESSO-oriented (default) Jedi state assignment algorithm, with results SO+FX), Expand with single-output minimization (EXPAND-reported as %reduction relative to Jedi. The last row in the SO), Expand with multiple-output minimization (EXPAND-table shows the percentage improvement achieved by our MO), Jedi [1] , Nova [6] , Mustang [2] , and Armstrong [3] .
technique over other techniques. The values in the table represent the literal count obtained It can be seen that our approach achieves higher overall savafter synthesizing the obtained solutions using ESPRESSO-ings over all the approaches. The MWF(Fuzzy-Max), though SO+FX. Results shown in brackets are those reported in being slightly better in power dissipation, significantly outliterature based on synthesis using script.rugged except for performs Pedram's approach [10] in area savings. Significant Amaral et al. [3] where results are reported in factored form. power savings are also observed between our approach and The last row in the 
